


Who is .lochen Schleese? 
The short answer: Certified Master Saddler and Saddle Ergonomist. 

The well-being, comfort and back health for both 
rider and horse depend on your team of professionals 
working together. Here's how professionals in 
Jochen's Saddlefit 4 Life® global network answer the 
question of who Jochen is and how he has impacted 
the industry. Also, some facts they learned and what 
they said about the 'pioneer' of protecting horse and 
rider from long term damage. 

FACT: The saddle is the interface distributing the 
rider's weight evenly over the horse's saddle support 
area, while not negatively impacting reflex points 
causing pain or discomfort. 

Joanna Robson, DVM, Author of Recognizing 
the Horse in Pain and What You Can Do About It. 

"Jochen saved my horse - even the vet school 
couldn't provide an explanation of his symptoms. 
Understanding how the horse dictates saddle fit 
added a whole new dimension to my practice and 
helped countless clients and their horses. Passion for 
true horsemanship brings us all together." 

FACT: Many female riders experience back, hip, 
knee and pelvic pain and recurring bladder infections 
simply because they ride in a saddle designed for a 
man. 

James Warson, MD: Author of The Rider's 
Pain Free Back. 

"Jochen Schleese is the only saddle maker who 
incorporates human anatomy into his saddles-
the result being the ultimate in centered riding, 
performance and function to connect horse and rider." 

FACT: Poor saddle fit to rider manifests itself in a 
chair seat. knees and toes turned out. swinging legs 
and being out of alignment. 

Jane Savoie: author, trainer, clinician, 
Olympian. 

"Jochen's seminars are a must for anyone wanting 
to learn about correct saddle fit for both horse and 
rider. After a lifetime in the horse business, I was 
astounded by what I learned. If you care about your 
horse's comfort, run (don't walk l ) to his seminars I " 

FACT: Saddles must be regularly re-fitted to 
developing horses because of changes through the 

wither area; training impacts the size and shape of 
the rib cage and shoulder angle. 

Gerd Heuschmann, DVM: Author of Tug of 
War and The Balancing Act. 

Jochen Schleese offers an alternative to the 
industry. The saddle is the connection between 
horse and rider and plays a massive role in this 
partnership. Only a balanced rider not forced into 
position can adhere to the goals of 'classical riding.' 
Schleese's trees are made to accommodate specific 
and individual requirements for female and male 
riders. Only a rider with a properly made and fitted 
saddle can give his horse the proper aids so the horse 
can move freely. Jochen truly is a master in his field, 
with comprehensive knowledge stemming not only 
from his training in saddlery, but his achievements 
as a rider - allowing him to reach excellence in this 
multi-faceted industry. Although there has been much 
improvement in the last 20 years there are still a lot 
of badly fitting saddles. The industry simply requires 
better education, such as Saddlefit 4 Life® is giving." 

Walter A. Zettl, Olympic Level Dressage 
trainer, Professional Trainer Extraordinaire. 

It is easy to recognize how much Jochen Schleese 
cares about the comfort and well-being of the 
horse. He uses illustrations and descriptions not 
only to discuss what a saddle should look like and 
that it should fit. but also how it should be fit to 
individual horses. Only then can the animal carry 
the unaccustomed weight of a rider and the saddle 
without pain. 

FACT: Saddles too long for the horse's back are 
driven forward on the shoulder during movement, 
resulting in damage to scapular cartilage. 

Davi Carrano: Head Trainer, Manege Sant 
Adelaide, Sao Paulo, Brazil where Jochen 
lectured at the South American Veterinary 
Conference. 

"The teachings of Jochen are in accordance with 
the work we do in French Classical Dressage, seeking 
to ride in lightness and suppleness. Impressive 
developments really become obvious with the saddle 
- using proper equipment significantly shortens the 
time to achieve goals!" 

continued on pg 3 
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